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CZ 75B Pistol 9mm 4.6" Black 16+1 - Blue/Black, 4.60" Barrel, 16+1 Rounds, Polymer Grips, 3-Dot Sights
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Factory New
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Designed in 1975, the CZ 75 is the flagship model of the CZ handgun
line with over one million produced. An entire family of pistols is
available based on the basic CZ 75 design: compacts, decockers, single
action only, ambidextrous, alloy frames as well as competition pistols.

The 75 B features a steel frame, a black polycoat finish, 3 dot
sights, 16+1 9mm capacity (10+1 in .40 S&W) and, of course, the
ergonomics and DA/SA action that have made it the most copied handgun
design second only to the 1911. The ‘B’ designation is an indicator that
the model is equipped with a firing pin block safety.

CZ 75 B is used by more governments, militaries, police and security
agencies than any other pistol in the world. The CZ 75 is quite possibly
the perfect pistol.

Specifications:

	 Weight: 2.2lbs
	Overall Length: 8.1"

 




  	Product Information

	Finish	Purple
	Type	Revolver
	Caliber	327 Federal Magnum
	Barrel Length	4.68
	Capacity	50+1
	Safety	
	Grips	Laser
	Sights	

 	Product Information

	Finish	Two-Tone
	Type	Not Listed
	Caliber	N/A
	Barrel Length	8.75
	Capacity	10
	Safety	Cross Bolt
	Grips	Polymer
	Sights	

 	Product Information

	Finish	Blue/Black
	Type	Pistol
	Caliber	9mm
	Barrel Length	4.60
	Capacity	16+1
	Safety	Thumb Safety
	Grips	Polymer
	Sights	3-Dot

 	Product Information

	Finish	Nickel
	Type	N/A
	Caliber	8.6mm Blackout
	Barrel Length	3.13
	Capacity	21
	Safety	Cross Bolt
	Grips	Wood
	Sights	


 



























 FREE SHIPPING
New and used firearms SHIP FREE compliments of ShipMyGun.com. This excludes long guns shipping to AK, HI, and US Territories.
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$598.49

Cash discount Price

$616.44

Retail Price



 







$598.49
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$616.44


Retail Price








 

 FREE SHIPPING
New and used firearms SHIP FREE compliments of ShipMyGun.com. This excludes long guns shipping to AK, HI, and US Territories.





Financing as low as 
 $65.30 per month
Click here to learn more 
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New and used firearms SHIP FREE compliments of ShipMyGun.com. This excludes long guns shipping to AK, HI, and US Territories.
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Retail Store Availability 



	In-Store Purchase Only
	Lexington, KY	 Not in store
	Greenville, KY	 Not in store
	Sevierville, TN	 Not in store








*Please Note!! Many of our pictures are stock photo\'s provided to us by the manufacturer and do not necessarily represent the actual item being purchased. Please verify this picture accurately reflects the product described by the title and description on this page before you place your order.
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***This is a special order item which may cause a slight increase from our standard processing and shipping times.

















Description








CZ 75B Pistol 9mm 4.6" Black 16+1 

 	Model 
91102C	
Condition 

Factory New 
	Bud's Item # 
13655	UPC 
806703911021
	
Manufacturer 


CZ
 	
 



Designed in 1975, the CZ 75 is the flagship model of the CZ handgun
line with over one million produced. An entire family of pistols is
available based on the basic CZ 75 design: compacts, decockers, single
action only, ambidextrous, alloy frames as well as competition pistols.

The 75 B features a steel frame, a black polycoat finish, 3 dot
sights, 16+1 9mm capacity (10+1 in .40 S&W) and, of course, the
ergonomics and DA/SA action that have made it the most copied handgun
design second only to the 1911. The ‘B’ designation is an indicator that
the model is equipped with a firing pin block safety.

CZ 75 B is used by more governments, militaries, police and security
agencies than any other pistol in the world. The CZ 75 is quite possibly
the perfect pistol.

Specifications:

	 Weight: 2.2lbs
	Overall Length: 8.1"
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(108 Reviews) Rating 5 out of 5 
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Write Review












Michael A

on
04/01/2024




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










My first CZ and I love this piece. Well fitted and great function. I’m sure this won’t be my last CZ. Only 200 - 300rds thus far. Still new to me (only a few weeks) Fits well in my hand, and with the weight not much recoil, makes for nice follow-up shots. I’ve used Buds many times and will continue. I always try my local hometown gun shop first. But I won’t buy something just because it’s in the case. Buds has an incredible selection with great service. Thanks CZ and Buds. 











Daniel S

on
03/17/2024




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I’ve had the CZ75 on my short list for two decades. I finally pulled the trigger and ordered it from Bud’s. First things first, Ordering from Bud’s was quick, easy and a smooth process. They kept me updated throughout the process and I am quite satisfied with my experience. Now to the pistol itself, I am very pleased. Well made, fitted perfectly and reliable so far. I say so far because I’ve only put 350 rounds of mixed FMJ and HPs from different manufacturers. However I wouldn’t anticipate any issues going forward. It shoots comfortably due to its all steel construction and low bore axis and is of course more accurate than my off hand capability. My only nit to pick is the safety is awkward for me to disengage when shooting single action. Not really an issue I feel I can train into it but I really prefer shooting and carrying double action. If I could do it over again I would opt for the 75BD. But again not really an issue to me. If you’re considering a CZ75, don’t wait 20 years to get one. Do it now. 











Chris P

on
03/07/2024




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










It is true what they say about how well these fit your hands. 100% reliable. The slide within the frame takes some getting used to. The big drawback is there is little real estate to hold onto the slide with. The slide has gotten away from my big fingers a time or two causing a nasty cut or bruise from the rear sight hitting my thumb. I guess I am too cozy with traditional types of slides. Beautiful pistol, but no more CZs for me. 











Marcus A

on
02/28/2024




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










A nice work of metal. While I understand the virtue of polymers, having a refined hunk of steel at your side is old school in a positive way. Nixed the plastic grips for wood and will probably replace the sights. Otherwise, she is a beauty. CZ makes quality at a reasonable price! 











Lance B

on
01/08/2024




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Mighty fine pistol at good solid price. First magazine was stuffed with three different ammos which it chugged through without a hitch, and no hitches since then, either. Separate range outings have resulted in 5-shot 1.5" groups at 20yds for record each time. Sights were well regulated out of box, my hold and ammo resulted in grouping a couple of inches high at 20yds and dead on at 50yds. If you want a trouble free handgun out of the box, I'd highly recommend one of these. If dryfiring, place a cushion between hammer and frame to prevent hammer contact with firing pin, I use a foam earplug....the design depends on a real primer to halt firing pin fwd travel, a snap cap likely allows excess travel, and without a cushion the firing pin shoulder will damage its retainer crosspin. 











Solomon S

on
10/18/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Really really happy with it. Shot probably 1000 rounds through it so far. Zero malfunctions. It is a heavy gun to carry. I wish the aftermarket support was a little better but still an awesome handgun. At this price point I doubt it has any serious rivals if you like DA/SA. 











Larry G

on
10/18/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










What can be any review be added to the cz75 that can be better than any I have ever read? A supreme Weapon that is a dream to shoot and is very accurate. 











Alan W

on
08/02/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Have owned this gun for several years and never had a problem. It is accurate and shoots well. A really solid dependable pistol. 











Luis R

on
05/06/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This gun I purchased over 7 years ago. It was my first ever CZ 75 and I must say that I was more impressed with this gun than my Glock 19. Because of the accuracy and smooth shooting of this gun, I went ahead and purchased a new CZ 75 Tactical Sport in blue color. Of course it was more expensive than my CZ 75 B, but I still love shooting my older CZ 75B. I recommend this gun to all my friends. 











Dolph K

on
04/20/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I wanted a steel framed hammer-fired pistol and after reading articles, reviews, specs, comparrisons, etc. about the CZ 75 pistols I decided on the B model in 9mm with the safety. I had never handled a CZ 75B but I knew I would like it. What I didn't know was how much I would like it. This is just a neat pistol. It's everything and more I expected it to be. It's well-finished inside and out. The gun I received has a black trigger and not the stainless steel trigger pictured in the ads. I prefer the black trigger so that was a nice surprise. Also, the pistol does not have the magazine brake so the magazines do drop free. From what I've read, CZ pistols sold in the U.S. don't have a magazine brake anymore. My pistol was made in 2022. The trigger pull is smooth. In double action it is meant to be carried at the half-cock position, and from there the pull isn't too heavy. The single action trigger pull is light. De-cocking is easy and safe. With the hammer cocked, simply grasp the hammer with your forefinger and thumb, pull the trigger and release it and then lower the hammer. It automatically stops in the half-cocked position. It's a versatile pistol. When it's in double-action you have the option of just pulling the trigger or manually cocking the trigger for single action. Racking the slide is not difficult. Although the slide is smaller since it rides inside the frame, the slide serations offer a lot of positive grip. There is also the option of cocking the hammer before racking the slide which makes it even easier to rack. The factory rubber grips are a definite improvement over the factory plastic grips. The rubber grips are thinner and much "grippier". I've only shot 40 rounds through my gun. It functioned flawlessly with both ball and hollow point ammunition. The gun is accurate. With a little practice I should be able to shoot the nuts off a squirrel with this gun. Well, maybe not, but I think I can get pretty good with it. I personally like the sights and they glow in the dark. I don't know how long the glow lasts but they do work while they are glowing. As far as recoil goes, it's a 9mm pistol. The recoil is there but the muzzle doesn't rise excessivley and follow up shots are easy. I had read that dry firing the CZ 75B pistols could potentially break or damage the roll pin that holds the firing pin in place so I took the advice of putting an O-ring over the firing pin so the hammer wouldn't contact it. That's good advice. This gun is similar to a 1873 SAA in that it is enjoyable to, really, just kind of play with it. Just like a Colt SAA spells C-O-L-T when you cock it, a CZ 75B spells C-Z when you cock it. I'm thrilled with my CZ 75B. 
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 Questions & Answers
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 Questions & Answers 




Ask the Community












	








Q: trying to decide between the cz 75 and springfield echelon. pro and con please. is the cz as good as they say it is?







	
Answered 
	
Asked 12/28/2023 02:18  by 
mark c







A: 


The Cz75 is a tried and true platform It is one of my favorites the only guns i shoot better are my 1911s so my recommendation would be the CZ75. I would like to suggest that you see if a range near you has one or both as rental guns so you can try them before you buy 


See 1 more answer | 










	








Q: Is it a double or a single action handgun? 







	
Answered 
	
Asked 07/01/2021 21:36  by 
Ben B







A: 


Ben, according to CZ-USA web site, this gun is SA/DA. Details here >>>> https://cz-usa.com/product/cz-75-b-9mm-black-16-rd-mag/


See 4 more answers | 










	








Q: I was about to purchase this, then noticed when I checked "California Compliance" this was no longer listed. There are very very few 9mm's listed that aren't Out of Stock with that turned on.
Thanks for any responses/insight!







	
Answered 
	
Asked 05/12/2020 23:18  by 
Brennan K







A: 


Brennan, the 16rd magazine in and of itself makes this not legal in CA. The reason that formerly compliant firearms are not now is that manufacturers have gotten tire of CA's BS and not renewed certifications. Just take a look at how big the De-Certified list is compared to the Recently Added List. https://www.oag.ca.gov/firearms/de-certified-handguns --------------------------- https://www.oag.ca.gov/firearms/certified-handguns/recently-added


See 3 more answers | 










	








Q: How many mags comes with the pistol? Do you normally have magazines for the CZ 75B 9MM available?







	
Answered 
	
Asked 06/02/2019 19:20  by 
Steven B







A: 


it comes with 2 -16 round mags see *******UPC: 806703911021
Description: CZU CZ75 B 9MM DA BLK 16RD
Brand: CZ-USA
Model: CZ 75 B Black Polycoat
Type: Pistol: Semi-Auto
Caliber: 9MM
Finish: Black Polycoat
Action: Double Action
Stock: Black Plastic Grips
Sight: Fixed 3 Dot Sight
Barrel Length: 4.6
 Overall Length: 8.1
Weight: 34.78 oz
Capacity: 16+1
**********# of Mags: 2
Safety: Manual Safety, Firing Pin Block
Receiver: Steel Frame
Packaging: Plastic Case
Features: Safety Stop on Hammer
here are the stock 16 round mags https://www.budsgunshop.com/catalog/product_info.php/products_id/13663/cz-usa+11101+cz+75%2f85+magazine+16rd+9mm+blued+steel


See 3 more answers | 










	








Q: What is the difference between this gun and the Sp-01?







	
Answered 
	
Asked 04/12/2019 06:29  by 
Mitchell H







A: 


Hi Mitchell, The SP-01 has full dust cover and larger beavertail. It also has a better trigger and night sights. If wanted to shoot competition, USPSA Production specifically, I would go with the SP01 just for range shooting go with the 75B


See 2 more answers | 










	








Q: Is this avaible with 10 round mags







	
Answered 
	
Asked 12/17/2018 23:34  by 
mike q







A: 


yes it is https://www.budsgunshop.com/catalog/product_info.php/products_id/31182/CZ-USA+01102+CZ+75+B+10%2B1+9mm+4.6


See 2 more answers | 










	








Q: Which CZ's have the "key hole" shaped mag release button so I can swap to the other side







	
Answered 
	
Asked 06/06/2018 13:46  by 
Jackie D







A: 


Phantom, Shadow, Sp-01, 75B omega, P-01, 85. Go to CZ-USA website and you can click on the pistols and get an up close view of them and the mag release.


See 4 more answers | 










	








Q: Can you swap the mag release to one side or the other







	
Answered 
	
Asked 06/06/2018 12:54  by 
Jackie D







A: 


Unfortunately not


See 2 more answers | 










	








Q: How many magazines come with this pistol?
Thank you,
Allen







	
Answered 
	
Asked 02/02/2018 23:25  by 
Allen A







A: 


Magazines Included: - 2-16 Round 9mm Magazines.


See 5 more answers | 
























 Fit Charts - (Compatible Items)






	

 


	Fit Charts: These items are compatible with this firearm	

 




		[image: Main product image for Federal American Eagle Full Metal Jacket 9mm Ammo 124 gr 50 Round Box]
$13.99

	[image: Main product image for CCI Blazer Full Metal Jacket Round Nose 9mm Ammo 50 Round Box]
$11.49

	[image: Main product image for Hornady Critical Duty FlexLock 9mm Ammo 50 Round Box]
$25.99

	[image: Main product image for Safariland 578 GLS Pro-Fit Large 5.3-6" Barrel Pistols Synthetic Blac]
$54.40

	[image: Main product image for Federal Champion 9mm 115gr Full Metal Jacket 50rd box]
$13.99

	[image: Main product image for Sellier & Bellot Full Metal Jacket 9mm Ammo 115 gr 50 Round Box]
$13.49

	[image: Main product image for Winchester USA Target & Practice  9mm Ammo 115gr FMJ 50rd box]
$12.99

	[image: Main product image for Winchester Service Grade Full Metal Jacket 9mm Ammo 115gr 50 Round Box]
$12.99

	[image: Main product image for Fiocchi Pistol Shooting Dynamics Full Metal Jacket 9mm Ammo 115 gr 50 Round Box]
$12.99

	[image: Main product image for Magtech Steel Case (Zinc-Plated)  9mm Luger 115gr FMJ  50rd box]
$10.99

	[image: Main product image for CCI Blazer Brass 9mm 124gr FMJ 50 Round Box]
$12.99

	[image: Main product image for PMC 9MM Target 115 Grain Full Metal Jacket 50rd box]
$12.99


(Click here for details)
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×
Out of Stock Products




Products marked OUT OF STOCK are currently unavailable for purchase.
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×
Receive Money Saving Offers




Enter your email address to receive our best deals and other store updates.

















Enter your phone number to opt-in to receiving our best deals via text*





 



*By subscribing to Buds text messaging on 82124, you agree to receive recurring autodialed marketing text msgs (e.g. cart reminders) to the mobile number used at opt-in. Consent is not a condition of purchase. 
Msg frequency may vary. Msg & data rates may apply. Reply HELP for help and STOP to cancel. See Terms and Conditions & Privacy Policy.






Subscribing to BudsGunShop.com emails indicates your consent to our Conditions of Use and Privacy Notice.

Close















×
View Manufacturers
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Qualified Professionals Only







The manufacturer only allows us to sell this item to individuals they consider to be "Qualified Professionals".

Please click HERE to learn more about Qualified Professional discounts.


Are you a Qualified Professional? Click HERE to login or submit your credentials.
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As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.
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  CZ 75B Pistol 9mm 4.6" Black 16+1
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